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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One of the major and essential tasks in the condition-based and predictive maintenance project is
the determination of those variables which assess the condition of a component (condition or
reference variables, such as temperature, wear and condition of operating material), as well as the
determination of the threshold of these reference variables in which a maintenance task is required.
In this section, an overview of the existing on-board vehicle health monitoring system solutions for
different train components is presented. In addition, a list of train components as well as the
magnitudes and sensors used to monitor their conditions, together with their respective literature
reference, is presented.
With this information, condition based and predictive maintenance will be enabled by knowing which
parameter needs to be monitored to detect malfunctions and abrasions of these components. By
knowing which signals are required we will be able to use Big Data/Analytics to identify algorithms
and patterns and data analytics to develop maintenance rules. Besides the digital knowledge
technical railway experts are required to interpret the data.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviation / Acronyms

Description

ARMA

Autoregressive moving average

AMMF

Adaptive Multiscale Morphological Filter

BPNN

Back-Propagation Neural Networks

CKF

Cubature Kalman Filter

DAE

Denoising Autoencoders

DCNN

Deconvolution Neural Networks

D-S

Dempster–Shafer

EKF

Extended Kalman Filter

EMD

Empirical Mode Decomposition

Eros

Extended Frobenius norm

FSWT

Frequency Slice Wavelet Transform

FDA

Fisher Discriminant Analysis

FDI

Fault Detection Isolation

GMM

Gaussian Mixture Model

GRU

Gated Recurrent Unit

IIoT

Industrial Internet of Things

KF

Kalman Filter

PCA

Principal Component Analysis

RBPF

Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter

RDT

Random Decrement Technique

RNN

Recurrent Neural Networks

RUL

Remaining Useful Life

MBS

Multi-body Simulation

PHM

Prognostics and Health Management

STFT

Short Time Fourier Transform
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SPWVT

Pseudo Wigne-Ville Transform

SVM

Supported Vector Machines

TMS

Train Management Systems

UKF

Unscented Kalman Filter

WVT

Wigne-Ville Transform
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1. INTRODUCTION
Condition based, and predictive maintenance based on status data from asset intelligence will be a
ground-breaking innovation with sustainable cost and quality impact on the entire fleet. It will be
achieved the paradigm shift from costly predetermined to cost-efficient predictive maintenance.
Predictive maintenance responds directly to the IP5 digitalization targets of “advanced condition
monitoring, localization and diagnosis”. It is one of the key innovations to radically boost transport
quality and lower operating cost. In the future vision state-of-the-art hard-, soft- and middleware will
process large data volumes from smart assets to draw ideal conclusions for operations. Condition
based, and predictive maintenance means the integration of the condition monitoring into
maintenance and fleet control by capturing status data, deriving live forecasts of components and
system behavior and enhancing underlying algorithms for root cause analysis. Condition based, and
predictive maintenance fully pursues the philosophy of using a component until the actual end of its
lifetime.
Therefore, it is essential to know the exact parameter which determines the condition of the
locomotive and to know which data needs to be analyzed to fulfil the goal of data-drivenmaintenance. In this context we highlight the most relevant parameters for critical components which
determines the availability and reliability of a locomotive.
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2. STATE OF THE ART OF CONDITION BASED MONITORING AND
PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE OF BOGIE COMPONENTS
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance strategy that monitors the actual condition of
an asset to decide what maintenance needs to be done. CBM dictates that maintenance should only
be performed when certain indicators show signs of decreasing performance or upcoming failure.
Condition-based maintenance was introduced to try to maintain the correct equipment at the right
time. CBM is based on using real-time data to prioritize and optimize maintenance resources.
Observing the state of the system is known as condition monitoring. Such a system will determine
the equipment's health, and act only when maintenance is necessary.
The main goal of prognostics and health management (PHM) technology is to support maintenance
authority to make right and fast decisions (action), analyzing the system performance (analysis)
based on time series data acquired from different sensors (observation) depending on component
functionality [1]. The main steps of a PHM are shown in Figure 1. PHM has the dual purpose of
maintaining nominal system behavior and function, and, in the event of off-nominal conditions,
assuring operational safety and effectiveness [2].

Figure 1: PHM main steps [1]
Diagnostics characterize the status of damage through detection, isolation and identification using
collected data from health monitoring. Based on the diagnostics information, prognostics predicts
the future behavior of damage and the remaining useful life (RUL) [3] for further decision making.
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Figure 2: PHM Implementation steps [1]

A simplified PHM design for railway industry is shown in Figure 2, where the process is disclosed
into 5 separate stages. Those are: critical component identification, sensor selection, data
processing, hybrid prognostics approach and tool evaluation, and finally maintenance decision
making based on the RUL estimation.
Prognostic approaches can be classified into four types: reliability based, physics-based, data-driven
and hybrid. The complexity, cost and accuracy of prognostic techniques are inversely proportional
to their applicability [4] (see Figure 3).
Different reviews of the most popular algorithms used in prognostics as well as a comparison
between them can be found in the literature [3], [5]. Each approach has its advantages and
drawbacks, the state of the art of the fault diagnosis and predictive health monitoring encourages
defining a framework that enables the fusion of different approaches, and some existing approaches
have been already published [1], [4], [6], [7].
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Figure 3: Prognostics approaches [4]
The need for developing hybrid models integrating model-based and data-driven approaches has as
objective to benefit from the advantages and overcome the drawbacks of both and achieve a better
performance using historical information, operation and maintenance records, online data,
mathematical models, etc. In Figure 4 and Figure 5, are presented some of the most common modelbase and data-driven predictive tools used in PHM.

Figure 4: Model-based prognostics tools [1]
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Figure 5: Data-driven prognostics tools [1]
Autoregressive moving average models (ARMA, ARIMA, etc.) are widely used approach in time
series forecasting in short term predictions aiming to describe autocorrelation of the data. Other
methods like Holt´s Winter method have also shown a good performance. An evaluation of the
different available tools can be performed at different stages of the studied fault and select the most
suitable approach depending on the known information degradation trend, prediction term,
resources, etc.
The common lack of fault component measurement data makes multi-body simulations (MBS) a
powerful tool to explore the vehicle dynamics under different possible fault conditions and study their
propagation to other components. As systems have time-varying conditions related to both the
operating conditions and the healthy or faulty state of systems, synthetic data can be generated
using MBS in the whole range of conditions in which a system can work.
Train Management Systems (TMS) is transforming trains in communications hubs that exchange
data among them and with network control centers, which allow operators to optimize and make
safer use of equipment and infrastructure, a general vision of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
applied to railways is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Internet of things for Railways [8]

The different operational conditions inside the different railway sectors leads the specification
requirements to different optimal solutions for component fault detection and isolation (FDI).
In freight trains due to its simple suspension system, strong nonlinearity, robustness, low cost, sever
wheel-rail dynamics and wagon responses and great number of wagons, on-board FDI systems
must have simplicity. In order to achieve it, the of use inertial sensors instead of high precision
transducers due to its small size, low cost, low power consumption, robustness and reliable
performance is pursued [9]. Sensors are suggested to be mounted on the carbody to avoid the high
fatigue loads due to wheel-rail dynamics on axle-box, wheelset and side frame sensors which can
limit considerable their life cycles.
Model-based methods are difficult to apply to freight wagon FDI systems because of the need for
linearization or partial linearization of models of heavy haul wagon suspension systems to reduce
analysis time, and such a process inevitably introduces errors in to fault diagnose results [9].
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3. COMPONENTS
In this section, an overview of the existing on-board vehicle health monitoring system solutions for
the different train components is presented. In Figure 7, a list of train components as well as the
magnitudes and sensors used to monitor their conditions, together with their respective literature
reference, is presented.

Figure 7: Magnitudes and sensors used on train component monitoring [10]

Failure modes studies have shown that most vehicle faults emanate from faults wheel profiles and
suspension components [11].
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In Figure 8, a list of bogie component failure modes and failure mechanisms is presented. Fatigue,
crack propagation, and wear are the most common failure mechanisms in the bogie components.
The different operational conditions inside the different railway sectors leads the specification
requirements to different optimal solutions for component fault detection and isolation (FDI).

Figure 8: Bogie components failures and failure mechanisms [1]
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3.1 SUSPENSION
Faults in the suspension elements of a railway vehicle will lead to changes in the parameter values
of the vehicle dynamic model, which in turn may lead to the deterioration of ride quality and increase
of wheel-rail wear [12].
The fault detection technique for the rail vehicle monitoring system must deal not only with the
unknown technical state of suspension, but also with changing operating conditions such as vehicle
speed, track geometry, and other irregularities [13].
Two common approaches used in fault detection on suspension systems are model-based
processing, residual-based and direct parameter estimation for identifying component [14]. Modelbased FDI is mainly divided into parameter estimation method, parity equation method, and
observer-based method. For the analysis of nonlinear systems, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is
the most widely applied, where a local linear approximation of the system model is done. Other
methods like point mass filter, unscented Kalman filter (UKF), and particle filter keep the nonlinearity
of the modelled system and carry out an approximate calculation of a posteriori probability
distribution [14]. A summary of the literature review done in [14] of the different approaches used in
suspension condition monitoring is presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Suspension condition monitoring applications [14]

In [9], a signal-based fault detection and classification method for heavy haul wagons based on the
cross-correlation analysis of the acceleration signals from two sensors of three components located
in the front an read of the carbody is presented. The faults are classified in two different levels: small
fault 25% (SmF) and moderate fault 50% (MF) of stiffness or damping variation and in two locations:
left and right bolster springs of the first bogie; detecting changes in bolster stiffness of ±25% and
identifying the location. The cross-correlation of the two vertical acceleration signals between front
and read signals was the most sensitive fault indicator to detect bolster spring degradation.
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Fault detection isolation of primary springs and secondary springs and dampers is addressed in [15]
using a data-driven approach (D-S evidence, SVM, PCA, FDA) and multi-body simulations results.
In this publication, 8 faulty components are classified in two levels of fault: moderate and severe
(SF). Seven features are used in the fault classification, from time domain (mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis), and frequency domain (another three features based on the position change
of main frequencies and the convergence of the spectrum).
Rao-Blackwellized partible filter (RBPF) performance to estimate suspension parameters is
compared with other model-based methods like EKF in [12], innovative Kalman filter-based in [16].
In RBPF, no analytic derivatives need to be calculated and no prior knowledge on the initial value is
required as for classical EKF-based and maximum likelihood (ML) methods.
In [13], a suspension fault detection method in three different levels is presented. In a first level the
track condition is identified. In a second step the statistics from the accelerometers is analyzed and
in a finally step the fault classification and diagnostics is carried out.
In [17], a Kalman filter is applied to generate the residuals for fault isolation and a fault feature
database in the frequency domain is built in which some typical suspension failures are included. If
a fault is detected, Fast Fourier Transform is applied to the residuals to obtain the amplitudefrequency fault feature. The amplitude-frequency information is compared with the fault feature in
the database by using the so-called Eros similarity measure method. The proposed method can only
be applied to the case that the dimension of the residuals is low.
A novel sensor conﬁguration is proposed in [18], where the underlying vehicle system is equipped
with only acceleration sensors in the four corners of the carbody, the leading and trailing bogies,
respectively. A mathematical model is built for the considered vehicle suspension system. The robust
observer, the Kalman ﬁlter combined with the GLRT method, the DPCA and the dynamical CVA
approaches are applied to the fault detection problem, respectively. The simulation results show that
the data-driven methods outperform the model-based methods.
In [19], an efficient model-based condition monitoring solution for the rail vehicle suspension is
proposed under the framework of RLS algorithm. RLS algorithm is equipped with the memory and
machine learning features and has the capacity to identify multiple parameters simultaneously from
an input–output model.
Table 1: Approaches for railway suspension components CBM; Component parameter change for
small fault (SmF): 25%; moderate fault (MF): 50% and severe fault (SF): 75%.
Component

Sensors

Sensor
locations

FDI technique

Features

FDI

Bolster springs [9]

2 tri-axial
accelerometers

Carbody

signal-based
cross-correlation

FIFRZ,
FIFXY,
FIFRXY

SmF

Primary springs and
secondary springs and
dampers [15]

12 virtual
accelerations signals
(from MBS)

Carbody,
bogie

D-S evidence,
SVM+PCA, FDA

Mean, std,
skewness,
kurtosis, FC,
RMSF, RVF

SF, MF
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Yaw damper, secondary
damper, wheel profile
conicity [12], [16], [20]

4 accelerometers, 1
gyroscope

Carbody,
bogie,
wheelsets

KF, EKF, RBPF

RMS, PSD,
WSSR

Parameter
estimation

Track condition, primary
and secondary suspension
[13]

7 accelerometers

Carbody,
bogie, axle
box

Statistical,
clustering

Zero-peak,
peak-peak,
energy, IQR

MF, SF

Primary and secondary
suspension [21], [22]

2 virtual
accelerometers
(from MBS)

Carbody,
bogie, axle
box

CKF, EKF, DEKF

-

SmF, MF,
Parameter
estimation

Primary and secondary
suspension [23]

2 virtual
accelerometers
(from MBS)

Carbody,
bogie

KF

FFT, Eros

MF, SF

Primary and secondary
suspension [18], [24]

6 accelerometers
(from MBS)

Carbody,
bogie

KF; GLRT,
MBPLS, DPCA,
CVA

SPE, T2

SmF, SF

[25]

Modelled random
track irregularities

Carbody,
bogie

ToMFIR

residuals

SmF

Suspension vertical, antiyaw and lateral dampers
[23]

Modelled random
track irregularities

Carbody,
bogie, axle
box

Multiple KFs

residuals

SmF, MF

Yaw damper, wheel-rail
profile [26]

12 accelerometers

Bogie, axle
box

EKF

Bayesian
statistics

SmF

Primary vertical
suspension [19]

9 virtual
accelerometers

Carbody,
Bogie, axle
box

RLS filtering, KF

residuals

MF,
Parameter
estimation

3.2 WHEELS
3.2.1 Worn profile
Progressive wheel wear can deeply influence the contact mechanics and may cause unstable
running at certain speed, this fault is disclosed in detail in deliverable D3.5 from FR8RAIL. In Table
2 a summary of the literature review reported in the deliverable D3.5 regarding the published
approaches for wheel wear detection with sensors located on in-service vehicles is presented.
Table 2: Approaches to detect and estimate wheel wear from on-board monitoring in-service vehicles
(MB: model-based; DD: data-driven; Acc: Accelerometer; Gyro: Gyroscope)
Ref.

MB

DD

Methods

Gyro

Acc

Location

[27], [28]

x

SVM

x

x

Carbody, bogie

[29]

x

kNN

x

x

Carbody, bogie, axle box

KF, EKBF, PF, RBPF

x

x

Carbody, bogie

WRLS

x

x

Axle box

[11], [20], [30], [31]

x

[32]

x
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3.2.2 Wheel flats
Wheel flat detection algorithm based on the measurement of the vertical acceleration in the axle-box
is described in [33]. The algorithm was tested using a multibody numerical model and different type
of flats at different velocities are validated experimentally.
Acceleration and acoustic emissions are considered to detect wheel-flats with a simplified wheel
mode in [34], [35]. Also, the noise due to rail joints, considering wheel modes of vibration and contact
filter effects is analyzed.
A model based approach is used in [36] for early detection of wheel flats of different sizes using
measurement of wagon car body accelerations with a simple band pass filter. The simulations show
that the acceleration impact due to wheel flat length as small as 10 or 20 mm can be detected using
the acceleration signals of wagon car body travelling at enough speed, (e.g. ~80kph).
Frequency domain techniques as frequency slice wavelet transform (FSWT) have shown good
results to filter noise in track vibration signals to detect wheel-flats [37]–[39]. Other used techniques
are: short time Fourier transform (STFT), Wigne-Ville transform (WVT), pseudo Wigne-Ville
transform (SPWVT), empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [40], adaptive multiscale morphological
filter (AMMF) [41], etc.

3.3 GEARBOX
An effective predictive maintenance strategy unsupervised data-driven approach applied to an
automated people mover gearbox is reported in [42]. Fault detection is performed in real-time using
vibration data collected from mounted accelerometers, and with time-domain indicators the baseline
condition is established. As prior failure information is unavailable, a hierarchical Bayesian approach
with expectation maximization algorithm is used to set and update degradation model parameters.
A Gaussian mixture models reinforced with information criteria decomposes the system´s behavior
into its unique operating states to allow state-based monitoring. Akaike and Bayesian information
criteria are used to assess the goodness of fit for the GMMs.
An example of self-sufficient sensor system for condition monitoring of freight wagons is introduced
in [43]. This framework can help to increase the applicability of data-driven methods in freight trains
where the possibilities of power supply are reduced, making easier the continuous sensor data
collection.
An adaptative data fusion method based on deconvolution neural networks (DCNN) to detect the
health conditions of planetary gearboxes is evaluated through experiments on a fault test rig. A
comparison between feature-level fusion, decision-level fusion, handcraft features, single sensory
data, and two traditional data-driven models, back-propagation neural networks (BPNN) and
supported vector machine (SVM) is shown. Multi-sensory data (vibrational, acoustic and electrical)
achieved higher testing accuracies than with single sensory data.

3.4 AXLES
It is important to detect heat excess in train axles and bogies to allow early detection of wear and
deterioration, schedule maintenance, and prevent vehicle failures and derailments [10].
In [44], a vibration signal analysis to diagnose cracks in real railway axles installed on a real bogie
working on a rig is presented. Vibration signals were obtained from two wheelsets with cracks at the
FR8-WP2-D-DBC-002-03
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middle section of the axle with depths from 5.7 to 15 mm, at several conditions of load and speed.
Vibration signals were processed by means of wavelet packet transform energy. Energies obtained
were used to train an artificial neural network, with reliable diagnosis results. The identifying success
rate of 5.7 mm defects was 96.27%, and the reliability in detecting larger defects reached almost
100%, with a false alarm ratio lower than 5.5%.

3.4.1 Axle bearings
The early detection of faults in rolling stock wheels and axle bearings is of prior importance for rail
infrastructure managers as it contributes to the safety of rail operations. A novel condition monitoring
system based on high-frequency acoustic emission and vibration analysis installed onboard is
presented in [45]. Wheel and axle bearing defects can be classified and potentially evaluated in
terms of their severity if an appropriate signal analysis methodology is used. Demodulated spectral
analysis is useful when the nature of the defect requires more in-depth investigation to enable
reliable identification.
A novel and adaptive procedure based on ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) and
Hilbert marginal spectrum for multi-fault diagnostics of axle bearings is presented in [46]. The
proposed adaptive selection allows successful diagnosis of railway axle bearings with different faults:
outer ring faults, cage faults, and pin roller faults. Whether for a single fault or multiple composite
faults, a satisfactory diagnosis result is always obtained.
A hybrid approach for diagnosis and prognosis based on the fusion of data obtained from two
sources: data acquired from the real system and synthetic data generated using physical models of
the system allows to classify the condition of the system according to the failure modes and also to
define new data that do not belong to any of those failure modes as a new failure mode [47]. The
classification of different faults in a deep-groove ball bearing and a cylindrical roller bearing is
successfully achieved using SVM.
A novel method for bearing fault diagnosis with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) in the form of an
autoencoder is proposed in [48]. In this approach, multiple vibration values of the rolling bearings of
the next period are predicted from the previous period by means of Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)based denoising autoencoder. These GRU-based non-linear predictive denoising autoencoders
(GRU-NP-DAEs) are trained with strong generalization ability for each different fault pattern. Then,
for the given input data, the reconstruction errors between the next period data and the output data
generated by different GRU-NP-DAEs are used to detect anomalous conditions and classify fault
type. The proposed method achieves a satisfactory performance with strong robustness and high
classification accuracy.

3.5 BRAKES
A defective brake can generate faults in many other components, to trace a reliable root cause
analysis, all relevant possible origins of fault propagation should be also considered.
A fault diagnosis method for solenoid valves in urban railway braking systems is proposed in [49].
Sensor signals including electrical current, and input and output pressure were acquired and
analyzed. The physical behaviors of the solenoid valves are modeled analytically. Numerous forces
including magnetic, elastic, and gravity forces are incorporated in the model. The study helped the
railway industry to enable the CBM of railway braking systems.
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3.6 BOGIE FRAME
Structural health monitoring (SHM) technique taking advantage of guided elastic waves was
developed via an online diagnosis system in [50]. The system incorporated modularized components
including active sensor network, active wave generation, multi-channel data acquisition, signal
processing, data fusion, and results presentation. Fusion of signal features through a diagnostic
imaging algorithm led to a graphic illustration of the overall health state of the bogie in a real-time
and intuitive manner.

3.7 TRACTION MOTOR AND COOLING TOWER FAN
The monitoring of the traction motor and cooling tower fan is based on operating hours in
combination of the frequency of the auxiliary converter. As we see in figure 9, the frequency of the
auxiliary converter is mostly operated at 30 Hz instead of full load. This cognition is essential to
monitor the health instead of only monitor the operating hours.

Figure 10: Internet of things for Railways [7]
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4. METHODS EFFICIENCY AND ROBUSTNESS
Figure 11 and Figure 12 present an evaluation of the feasibility, robustness and run time of some of
the different methods mentioned before to estimate the RUL of a system component using modelbased and data-driven approaches.
The hybrid approach taken in to estimate wheel worn profile detection is described in deliverable
D3.5. The results from the use case have also been published in [51]–[53]. Monitoring lateral
acceleration on the bogie and carbody underframe was enough to successfully classify between new
and born wheel profile.

Figure 11: Model-based prognostics tool evaluation [1]

Figure 12: Data-driven prognostics tool evaluation [1].
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There is no unique solution for PHM as it depends of the component under consideration, for this
reason is important to develop a general framework that can adapt to the dynamic behavior of the
monitored system.
Most of the mentioned methods are established for the identiﬁcation of constant or slow varying
parameters and they can ensure either exponential or asymptotic convergence to the neighborhood
of the true value. Additionally, most methods assume conditions that cannot be guaranteed by the
railway system itself, such as speciﬁc noise characteristics (e.g. white Gaussian noise in KF
applications) or exclusion of unmodeled dynamics or other unknown disturbances [22].
As they are present in many other systems (aerospace industry, automotive, etc.), bearings have a
richer historical research of different models and techniques in their CBM process, compared with
other railway components. The high time-consuming process to dismount them and perform
maintenance tasks has boosted their study using indirect methods to estimate their working
condition. The knowledge gained through the monitoring of this component should be transferred to
other bogie components to continue developing efficient and intelligent prognostics tools that
integrate user requirement, performance metrics and applicability. Monitoring approaches should
also suggest suitable methods for better component RUL prediction with minimum uncertainties
considering characteristic data.
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